Access all the data about your region
in just one click.

Citizens need reliable information about their available amenities and the actual impacts
of public policy on their environment.
Make the most of your public actions and compare yourself with other similar regions or with the rest of the country.

In order to build amenities and communicate effectively on public policy, services in
your community need a 360° vision of all regional data.
Build your very own virtual monitoring station for your region, based on over 250 indicators.

territoiresXYZ is a handy tool that shares all the necessary data with those who need it.
It brings together all the consolidated, reliable data for your region into one portal, in order to help:
Provide information on citizens’ main areas for concern.

Citizens

Get a tangible overview of citizens’ perceptions and monitor the effects of your public policy using
dynamic analyses and information.
Respond effectively with greater transparency and information sharing.
Share data for your community in a simple, informative manner.

Professionals in
your community

Facilitate forward-looking thinking across your entire region and assess public actions in view of
sustainable local development.
Share the same data with various services all in one virtual regional monitoring station.
Gain a more detailed understanding of realities within your region and reflect on how to create value
around regional data.
Get a better overview of the attraction and appeal of your community.

This handy, realistic and forward-thinking tool provides you with all the knowledge
you need for easier regional policy-making.
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Access all the data about your region
in just one click.

Technical features
Fully SaaS-based app that is quick and easy to use
Efficient dashboard for regional monitoring, analytics and engineering
Interactive maps that help citizens find amenities available in their area
7 wide-ranging, cross-cutting themes categorised according to interest
250 high-value-added indicators
Reliable, realistic data obtained using innovative AI-based algorithms
No use of personal data

“The unique data created by territoiresXYZ covers use cases as diverse as
mass energy renovation, tackling land artificialisation and implementing
the use of renewable energy.”
Chloé Clair, CEO de namR.
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